Camry 2010

A freshening helped Camry improve its standing as one of the best family sedans. Key
attributes include a composed ride as well as a quiet, spacious and comfortable cabin. The 2.
Electronic stability control is standard. We found this version of the Camry's handling sound
and secure, though it could be more agile and fun to drive. In most cases, automotive
warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid
regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The
Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota Camry owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. The ABS light came on and the repair shop is looking into it now". There was a
subsequent recall on this part, and I was reimbursed for the repair". Mechanic cleaned it and it
was ok for awhile. Finally ad to replace it. Had it fixed". Rotors should have lasted to miles".
Dealer showed me the wear". I think that is a great maintenance record.. Had to return twice
because of continued noise that was finally resolved". Just normal ware and tear. Put new brake
pads on front but rear brakes OK. Therefore reducing the brake pads and has some squealing
owhen braking. Replaced the rear because were in worse shape. Dealer said the brake pas were
about one half worn". Replaced both rear pads". Too soon, I think". Toyota service person
indicated that brakes should be cleaned out every 20, miles to prevent premature wear". Front
brakes were fine". However, we needed new front brake pads and rotors at around miles. This is
far earlier than expected. After a while of city driving the pulsating stops. It feels much like
making emergency stops. I asked about it once and was told that it was probable the warped
rotors. But if it was warped rotors it would happen all of the time. It was especially evident
bringing the car to a slower speed on express ways. This was more noticeable when going
down a mountain. Now all is fine. Installer replaced at no cost. Mechanic said this could have
happened when i ran thru puddle of water when brakes were hot.. Find this to be wrong because
doing no extraordinary breaking or driving". They resurfaced the rotors. This year while braking
hard; the steering wheel would vibrate. We had new rotors put on, this solved the vibration
problem". New rotors warped within miles despite gentle braking". Was the first time the front
brakes had been replaced on this car". Okay per me, as this was the first time this replacement
had to be done". At 30K they warped again. Bought afterm". The drums need resurfacing. This
has happened 3 times in 4 years! Seems early too me based on mileage. We do have a lot of
snow and some salt is used". The front end shakes and vibrates as if it was going to fall apart.
They didn't squeal to warn me when they were in need of replacement". Squeaking afterward.
Attributed to not sufficient lubricant dispersed when replaced". Sometimes when stopping
also". I do not have the results yet but this is due to normal wear and tear". These are the
original factory installed brakes. I have had them reset 2x and still getting high pitched highway
noise". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Bushings replaced and tech said perhaps
struts need to be done also. But so far bushings alone see to have solved the problem. Had
same proble with Camry". Not a driving problem. It was also difficult to turn. We tried to add
power steering fluid, but the latch on the hood did not work. We had to take it to a mechanic to
open the hood. It is a low pressure leak and added fluid once in the last year. Struts and shocks
replaced and problems were resolved. I was told that struts needed to be replaced. I had a
warranty. They upgraded them to the higher standard". Also caused excessive tire wear". The
original Struts were manufactured by KYB". Never experienced strut problems this soon with
any car". Replaced under extended warranty". I hadn't noticed any symptoms but took their
word and replaced them". Found out there are plenty of Toyota owners complaining online
about prematurely leaking struts". They were covered under warranty however, the new struts
are also leaking and not covered under warranty". This is the front struts. Back ones were fine.
My last Camry had no issues with struts and that was a model". Need to be replaced". I believe
Toyota has a strut problem and there should be a recall done for strut problems. When I
complained dealership replac". All of them. They all needed to be replaced, after which my front
end has stayed in alignment, and my tires aren't wearing down as quickly". Possible because of
my wife's driving! We decided to replace all 4 struts and have all 4 wheels aligned. The struts
should not have worn out at 50, miles. Had to physically turn the steering wheel back. Factory
defect. Noise developed when steering the car to the left. Got louder and finally had to put in a
new rack and pinion". This is a known problem but Toyota will only fix if within warranty".
Which I feel is better than normal rotor and brake pad life. Kudos to Toyota on the brake pads
and rotors; but bad on the wheel bearings, which I fell should have lasted much longer. When I
took it to the dealer, they said I needed a beating on the back drivers side. They never fixed the
front issue, but I later discovered it was the plastic that was rubbing against the wheel. Local

garage diagnosed and repaired". Never replaced a wheel bearing in a Toyota before". Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I have
had it "re-clipped" a couple of times but am ready to just have it torn off rather than fix it again".
This permits it to scrape high centres and break the flimsy brackets that attach the moulding to
the car". Toyota knew that these visors were defective but did nothing about it. It could be
pushed back into place, but it can slip back out at anytime". Had to be removed to keep it from
flopping down all the time. Neither dealer nor manufacturer are the least bit interested in fixing
it". It was replaced under a special extended warranty, but was damaged either before or during
installation by the dealer. It is not the same color as the original and does not match the rest of
the interior. It does not fit well, leaving large gaps here and there. Adjacent interior trim was
damaged during installation. Paint peeling from the roof. It is spreading quickly. Our Camry is
dark grey with medal fleck. Toyota told us paint is only warranted for 36 months". This was
probably my fault as the car was only waxed times since and was never parked in a garage. It
was the regular white paint not the optional 'special' white. Also, there were two areas both
about the size of the rim of an upside down coffee cup that were much shinier that the rest of
the paint in that area one on trunk and one on top. This appeared at least in second year of
ownership and are still present today". After 2 years paint problems began. Dealer said cars
painted white in Florida don't hold up. Funny, that wasn't mentioned when we bought car. Went
to corporate but received no satisfaction Also many paint chips on the sides due to other car
door dings. Other areas will need repainting if I keep the car for several more years. Believe I
may not have washed and waxed it enough however. Didn't extend to surrounding areas. Had
expert engineer test paint and Toyota denied their failure of paint even tho it was documented".
Done by myself. Not sure if it is coming from the firewall. Know it is not coming from windshield
or sunroof. This caused severe engine surge and stalling at speed in heavy traffic. I have been
able to push them back in occasionally. Said to be common with this model camry. Hasn't
caused any problems to date". Was never heard when taken to dealer. Finally they heard it
once, Told me they thought it was something to do with the steering column. Safe to drive but
should fix it soon. I took it to my regular mechanic. He said it was a loose connection cover
thing from where the two pieces met. He did not think the entire column was bad. Tightened the
part, and the noise has disappeared. It was too rusted to reattach so it had to be replaced. It is
normally ok when driven on expressways". A slight downward touch on the power window
switch loosens the tension on the window mechanism, which stops the noise". Ended up being
a service bulletin issue. Deal handled at no cost". This problem occured when then car was one
year old. I put up with it until August A local garage fixed the problem using a service guide
from Toyota". Increasing popping sounds at low speeds over bumpy pavement - said to be bad
sunroof design. Not fixed". Mechanic can find nothing wrong but acknowledges the noise. This
was a bad generation for Camry". It has been 'fixed' at least 6 times but it still rattes. My info
gathering had indicated that it's a bushing in the rear suspension system, can't remember
exactly where. Did not notice similar noises when drove Lexus ES with similar mileage and age.
Am disappointed that a Toyota has noises like this at just over , Still enjoy car though. We've
taken it to the dealer repeatedly, including within the first week of ownership, all to no avail.
Dealer always tells us nothing is wrong. But we believe it had something defective from the start
gaskets, windshield seal, something and it's never been fixed. When someone is in the back
seat, they cannot hear the conversation in the front and vice versa. It drives us crazy to read the
CR recommendations of the CAmry every year given our experience. Needs much much more
quieting. The mechanic recommended that I replace the condenser, drier, and evaporator, too. It
was an expensive repair. The second replacement was required by a different Toyota dealer
below the first replacement was not done currently. At first Toyota Inc. Dealer is unable to find
exact problem because it works when at dealership. Very frustrating". Not happy! Only outside
vent air flows now. Does not maintain constant temperature". The cabin thermostat senses this
and adjusts the air flow higher. This generates a positive feedback loop making the cabin even
colder". This may have been the result of a jump for a dead battery. I don't know if the jump was
faulty or if I had an elictrical failure. Not happy with the engineering on this product". The odor
has a slight chlorine smell. Have run the fan for a few minutes with the windows down before
the order goes away. This occurs on a dail". Last year, I had the refrigerant re-charged with dye
so that the leak can be found if not under the dashboard. I plan to take it in this year to see if the
leak can be detected. It is a minor leak; my new charge lasted all of last summer. If the cooling
is insufficient in the future, the technician may be able to find the leak, assuming it is not under
the dashboard. It is still cooling after one month so the leak is small. When it stops cooling, I
will return to the shop to check for the dye, assuming it is not leaking under the dashboard.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
I had to get this unit replaced". No one including the dealership and independent mechanics

can fix it. The only solution is to charge the battery which has been replaced which did not
solve the problem". Touching screen doesn't do anything anymore". They use a GPS but have
more components. And the navigation system in my Toyota does not work properly. Toyota
said they admit it has a problem but that all of them for are defective and so replacing". It
doesn't allow incoming or outgoing calls via the hands free capability. I have had to stop the car
and repeatedly try to pair it up, often without success. Our phones are not IPhones whi".
Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine
harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and
wires failure. It took a few visits to diagnose and fix. Replaced the headlights for a significant
improvement but ended up having to change the battery which brought the system back up to
par. They replaced it under warranty". At time of shutdown a warning light appears on dash
stating battery is low. When you attempt to restart the engine, the control panel says no key in
range. After a few attempts, the engine will start". Problem is inermittent". Had to replace the
alternator. Garage reset gauge. Tried one set of numbers and it quit briefly, but returned. Took
back to dealer and in half an hour it was fixed. I have taken it to the dealer, and they have said
that the gas cap was lose. At the fourth time, they replaced a hose in the gas line and that has
fixed the problem. I had to pay for the repair". Dealership didn't help as warning lights were off
after driving 30 miles to dealer". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Car
will viberate and RPM make a noticeable drop". Keeps downshifting. Nothing broken just not
smooth". In general, the gear shifting is imprecise for a modern car, poorly designed". Car
seems to coast and RPM goes up until it makes the shift". We would have to shift from drive to
reverse several times to warm the transmission up. We paid a few thousand dollars to have the
computer reprogrammed and the issue stopped. Then, we got into a car accident and the
computer was rolled back to factory settings, so now it revs and slips again. We do not want to
pay again to get it fixed". Toyota has refused to consider it saying car meets all specs. About
there was a Toyota service bulletin on a similar complaint. Otherwise, car has been very good".
This can be very disconcerting in heavy traffic on an Interstate Hwy. Throttle Stuck Closed in
each instance. Data from my code reader showed that the Throttle in each case was stuck at 6
degrees open. Clearing the code from the car's computer with the Code Reader allowed the car
to be driven normall". The trac control light comes on once vehicle is in drive position. Have
had car checked out at two Toyota dealerships with no real solutions. Also two local mechanics
with similar results. The vehicle runs great. However, it cannot be inspected with the check
engine lights on. If you care to take a guess at a solution other than buying a newer model I'd be
happy to hear back. Since there are several on the car, I didn't want to just start swapping them
out. I did some research on the internet and discovered others with similar problems that
indicated that some of the codes were inaccurate and due to the main problem with a sensor. I
took it into a local shop not the dealer and they started going down the list of". Job was done in
45 minutes but they charged me labor". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Some codes are gibberish. The others are for all sorts
of things and do not seem to come from real problems. When cleared, they stay gone. Then
there is a new batch of mostly different codes". Have this happen at start up". But even warm
after half hour rest and restart , will here the lifters clatter but not as loud". Dealer replaced the
timing gear intake? There is a service bulletin on this. I took the car to Toyota several times and
they could not hear the clatter on startup. They did fix something, a worn gear re valve timing
but the clatter is still there 1 year later. I think maybe it's because of the exaust of the main seal.
Then, I went to a local mechanic. After checking, he thought that there's cracks in the engine
body. I haven't had it fixed yet because it will cost lots of". Replaced gasket". Transmission had
to be removed to correctly fix the issue. Mechanic said this seems to be "common" with this
vehicle. Hmmm, didn't find that in my research prior to purchasing". At this point car burns
more oil than when new. Dealer suggested changing oil every K miles in future. One night I
started up the car and the Traction control light came on. Disconnected battery, light went off
for a few days then came back on. After 5 days or so, it went off no more problems". Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Toyota techs could not find
the problem". It was changed twice under warranty". Was told that the Toyota parts department
commented that a lot of Camry water pumps were being replaced. I wonder if this is a candidate
for a recall du". Leaking fluid. Found by dealer". Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Had same problem with our Camry. And yet, Toyota claims they've never seen
this before". Sunroof models experience this and a kit was installed by dealer to fit problem".
Operates off receipt of key fob signal to take action to release latch on trunk lid when area on
release bar is pushed. I am not harsh on closing my doors so I know I did not cause this

problem. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor
or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. Service life of battery was normal in my opinion".
Many visits to Toyota dealers. Have to carry battery jumper at all times". Have to turn key
several times to get it to turn on". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks.
Was advised there was crack in manifold and would have to replace unfortunately catalytic
converter is included in this. It was replaced free because was under extended exhaus". Loud
sound and affecting gas consumption". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Required new Torque Converter. Worked OK about 3 weeks but problem
started again at end of winter. OK now through summer but Toyota technician said I may need
to replace transmission valve body at sta". Dealer states that my torque converter is bad and
suggests that I change transmission if it happens again. Should not have been necessary".
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Luckily we purchased a warranty with it, or we would have been stuck with a
huge repair bill. This issue should not have happened so early in the life of the car". I have
never had a car or knew anyone who had a car that had a major internal engine failure. This is
unacceptable. This is my first and last Toyota. So much for their reputation for automotive
engineering excellence". They repaired the car under the extended warranty. It took 5 days.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Camry Change Vehicle. There
are 9 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests.
Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are
conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a
vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission
Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response,
shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We
perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA
figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into
the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's
Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel
usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed
driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The
braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking
distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling
Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as
well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how
well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body
on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level
in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable
the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions
Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the
amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year.
This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog
Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better.
Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds
of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers
reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that
they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble
spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that
year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission
problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X
indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major
Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission

computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side and head protection air bags available from , standard from ESC available from ,
standard from Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from ,
standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners
Say. Antilock system ABS "Car is in the shop for this possible problem. Too soon, I think"
Thomas H. Toyota service person indicated that brakes should be cleaned out every 20, miles to
prevent premature wear" Anonymous, KY Toyota Camry LE 2. Front brakes were fine" Michael
N. Find this to be wrong because doing no extraordinary breaking or driving" Peter B. We had
new rotors put on, this solved the vibration problem" Lamar W. Bought afterm" P M. They didn't
squeal to warn me when they were in need of replacement" Barbara T. Sometimes when
stopping also" Michael A. Alignment "the vehicle is out of alignment and dealer says this is the
best it will get. Also caused excessive tire wear" Raymond N. Found out there are plenty of
Toyota owners complaining online about prematurely leaking struts" Jeff S. They were covered
under warranty however, the new struts are also leaking and not covered under warranty"
Anonymous, IL Toyota Camry LE 2. My last Camry had no issues with struts and that was a
model" Michael N. They all needed to be replaced, after which my front end has stayed in
alignment, and my tires aren't wearing down as quickly" Jeffrey S. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "The undercarriage plastic cover has never been very secure and continue to fall,
scrape along the ground, and periodically scrape tires. I have had it "re-clipped" a couple of
times but am ready to just have it torn off rather than fix it again" Anonymous, CO Toyota
Camry LE 2. Neither dealer nor manufacturer are the least bit interested in fixing it" K J. Toyota
told us paint is only warranted for 36 months" Lamar W. Had expert engineer test paint and
Toyota denied their failure of paint even tho it was documented" Carol H. Air or water leaks
"Leak around trunk upper lid. It is normally ok when driven on expressways" P T. A slight
downward touch on the power window switch loosens the tension on the window mechanism,
which stops the noise" Anonymous, NJ Toyota Camry Hybrid 2. Very frustrating" Gary T. Not
happy with the engineering on this product" Brian B. This occurs on a dail" Lee W. CD player
"CD player 6 changer has completely stopped functioning- to fix it would require the removal of
the dash at the dealer-too expensive- cheap for an XLE version! Toyota said they admit it has a
problem but that all of them for are defective and so replacing" Bil G. Cruise control "Button fell
out and stopped working. They replaced it under warranty" Phillip B. After a few attempts, the
engine will start" Edward B. Gear selector or linkage "In general the gear selector is poorly
designed in this car, fairly imprecise" F V. In general, the gear shifting is imprecise for a modern
car, poorly designed" F V. We do not want to pay again to get it fixed" Arlene F. Otherwise, car
has been very good" Paul S. Clearing the code from the car's computer with the Code Reader
allowed the car to be driven normall" Frank P. Job was done in 45 minutes but they charged me
labor" Robert R. Engine computer "The engine computer throws random error codes 8 or 10 at a
time and turns on the Check Engine light. But even warm after half hour rest and restart , will
here the lifters clatter but not as loud" Cathy G. I haven't had it fixed yet because it will cost lots
of" Zhanshan D. CV joint "passenger side CV joint boot torn and leaking lubricant. After 5 days
or so, it went off no more problems" David C. Antifreeze leaks "If the water pump was leaking
therefore it was leaking antifreeze" Peter T. Toyota techs could not find the problem" Terry H.
Battery not hybrid or electric "Battery failed to hold a charge after 6 years of service. Catalytic
converter "Smelled exhaust fumes after dealer maintenance just before miles. Clutch
replacement "When the car was around miles the clutch started slipping and it had to be
replaced. OK now through summer but Toyota technician said I may need to replace
transmission valve body at sta" Gerald B. Head gasket "We purchased this car used with
approx. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer
have digital access to ratings and reviews. Originally compact in size narrow-body , later Camry
models have grown to fit the mid-size classification wide-body â€”although the two sizes
co-existed in the s. Since the release of the wide-bodied versions, Camry has been extolled by

Toyota as the firm's second " world car " after the Corolla. Diesel fuel versions have previously
retailed at Toyota Diesel Store. The Vista Ardeo was a wagon version of the Vista V Between
and , the Camry nameplate was delegated to a four-door sedan model in Japan, known as the
Celica Camry. When Camry became an independent model line in with the V10 series, Toyota
made it available as a five-door liftback in addition to the sedan. The subsequent Camry V20
series, debuted in with a station wagon substituting the liftback body variant and Japan-only
hardtop sedans making their debut. The company replaced the V20 in with the V30 sedan and
hardtop, but this model series was exclusive to Japan. Automotive tax regulations in that
country dictated the retention of a narrower body as used in previous Camry generations.
However, overseas demand for a larger Camry resulted in the development of a wide-body XV10
sedan and station wagon that arrived in When the Japanese market received a new narrow-body
V40 series in to replace V30, the wide-body XV10 continued unchanged. It was not until the
narrow V40 ended manufacture in that the Camry in Japan was to again mirror the cars sold
internationally. Japanese sedans dropped the Gracia suffix in , although it was retained by the
wagon until its demise. From , the Vista ended its Camry alignment, and instead branched into
an independent model line with the V50 series for an extra generation before the nameplate was
withdrawn in The next wide-body model, the XV30 , came in Now sold only as a sedan, it now
offered two different front- and rear-end design treatments. Japan and most global markets
received one style; a separate, more conservative version covered markets in East and
Southeast Asia. With the XV40 of , the Camry-derived Aurion become the donor model for the
more conservative Camry sold in this region. The subsequent XV50 series, sold from until , has
resulted in even more markets adopting the alternative body panels, such as Japan and Eastern
Europe. The current generation is called the XV The relationship continues to this day, but over
the generations, the ESâ€”sold as the Toyota Windom in Japan from through to â€”gravitated
further away from its Camry brethren. Badge engineering has also occurred in Australia with the
Holden Apollo between and From , Toyota Australia badged V6-engined versions as Camry
Vienta, becoming Toyota Vienta in until the badge's departure in Between , the Toyota Aurion
model from Australia was derived from the V6 Camry, but with revised front-end and rear-end
styling treatment and a partially refurbished cabin. The "Camry" nameplate originated on a
four-door sedan approximate to the Toyota Celica called the Celica Camry. Strictly speaking,
Celica Camry is not the first generation of Camry, but rather its predecessor. Celica Camry uses
the front-engine, rear-wheel-drive layout and in A40 guise, a standard four-link rigid axle
suspension system with gasoline inline-four engines displacing 1. In August , Toyota released
high-end models with four-wheel independent suspension , denoted A50 front MacPherson
struts , rear semi-trailing arm setup; four-wheel disc brakes. Toyota started production of the
first generation series Camry in March at the Tsutsumi plant. These cars served above the
comparably sized Toyota Carina and Corona in the Toyota hierarchy. Development of the V10
series Camry and Vista began in August following the oil crisis and would later cover the crisis.
Coil spring independent suspension features by way of a MacPherson strut type with stabilizer
and strut bar up front, and a MacPherson rear setup with parallel lower arms. Powertrain design
was reassessed for front-wheel-drive and this generated a foundation for which other models
were developed. In addition, automatic transmission fluid was used for the lubricating oil in
order to reduce friction. Buyers could specify sedan or liftback bodies with a five-speed manual
transmission or extra-cost four-speed automatic paired to the 2. For Australia, the Camry
rangeâ€”based on the Vista front stylingâ€”was limited to a single-grade GLi liftback variant
between April and April Europe and the United Kingdom received both body variants when
released there in mid â€”these were available in the gasoline DX trim 1. The second generation,
V20 series Camry went on sale during August in Japan. The V20 Camry originated from a time at
Toyota when considerable cost and attention to detail was engineered into its cars such as
high-quality materials and build quality to transcend the competition. All engines now use fuel
injection exclusively and were common to Camry and Vista. Entry-level customers were offered
the carry-over "Ci" 1. North American market V20 series Camry sedan and wagons came to the
market in late for the model year. All Camry station wagons for the United States originated
from Japan, while sedans were a mix of Japanese built and American built, with the ratio of
American built sedans increasing yearly. The four-wheel-drive Camry, dubbed All-Trac was
introduced for and a 2. The V6 was fuel-injected with 24 valves, and dual overhead camshafts.
The model year saw a slight upgrade in horsepower for V6 models, from to Color keyed door
handles and grille also appeared on DX and LE models, along with a new ignition chime. In
addition, the DX model gains new standard color keyed bumpers, new interior cloth that
replaces the older tweed, and new hubcap designs on both DX and LE models. Toyota Australia
released the second generation Camry in April CS cars added a tilt steering column to which the
CS-X adds a key lock warning system. The sedan-only Ultima grade gains power windows,

cruise control, automatic transmission as standard, velour trim, and a nine-stage graphic
equalizer for the audio system. In August , there was a small Apollo facelift, given the
designation JL, with an altered model range. The Executive pack was now no longer offered,
and a sports version, dubbed GS was introduced in both body variants. Introduced exclusively
to Japan in July , the Camry V30 carried forward the four-door sedan and a differently styled
hardtop sedan. An updated model appeared in July The Camry V40 appeared in July exclusively
for the Japanese market. The Toyota Vista twin continued on, although the Camry Prominent
hardtop was no longer offered; only the Vista was available as a hardtop. As before in previous
generations, the Camry was exclusive to Toyota Corolla Store , while the Vista was only
available at Toyota Vista Store locations. Engines for the V40 were a 1. At launch only the 2.
Toyota updated the V40 in June In the update anti-lock brakes and dual air bags became
standard equipment. After , the Japanese market Camry and international Camry became in-line
with each other, with the Vista taking over the V30 and V40 Camry roles. The V50 generation
was not available as a Camryâ€”only as a Vistaâ€”as a sedan, plus a station wagon called Vista
Ardeo. Vista V50 is significant because it's one of the first fruits of Toyota's company-wide
platform renewal efforts known as the MC. Studies for new front-wheel drive FWD platform and
packaging layout began in and appeared on market in December in the Toyota Prius , but the
Vista is the first mass-production, FWD Toyota with a new platform. With this platform, Toyota
trades the rear MacPherson struts for a torsion beam axle setup. A double-wishbone setup is
available for all-wheel drive. Toyota also flipped the engine orientation so that the intake
manifold is in front, improving space efficiency. Production for the Vista ended in September ,
as Toyota prepared to rename the Vista dealers as the Toyota Netz dealership network. The
move to simplify Toyota's dealership came in light of the pending Lexus launch in Japan,
planned for August In April the process was complete and all Vista dealers became Netz
dealers. In October , the Vista was replaced by the second generation Avensis. Toyota replaced
the compact V20 Camry with the Japanese market-only V30 series in However, international
markets such as Australia and North America received a widened version of the V30, known as
the XV10 series. Particularly in the United States, this narrower model was seen as
compromised, thus limiting its sales potential. A notable point of the "Wide body" SXV10 Camry
is the influence of engineering developed from the launch of Lexus and the LS, which came to
market just a few years prior to its public debut. In an interview with Automotive News, Chris
Hostetter, group vice president for Toyota NA, admitted that the Camry was considered by many
company insiders to be more of a "Lexus product" than most Toyota badge cars, going on to
mention that it borrowed technologies such as hydraulically powered cooling fans directly
developed from the ES Also according to Automotive News, some company insiders considered
it too upscale for its price point and the market segment it was set to compete within mid-sized,
mid-segment. It was Robert McCurry in conjunction with Dave Illingworth and Jim Press, who,
with great initial opposition from the Japanese executives, convinced the Japanese company
that the Camry be re-designed, enlarged, and shaped to resemble a scaled-down LS with a more
affordable FWD format, to help establish the reputation of Lexus , which at the time was still in
its infancy and lacked brand heritage. The intensive platform and component sharing with the
ES allowed Toyota to leverage costs better to allow the SXV10 Camry's high level of
specification at a reasonable price. Many insiders of Toyota argued even after critical acclaim
that the SXV10 Camry overlapped too greatly with Lexus, even though Chris Hostetter, current
vice president of advanced technology research at Toyota, believed the model had to be
developed to develop buyers who would become interested in Lexus. The smaller V30 Camry
varied in other areas besides the size. Although the underpinnings , doors and fenders , and
overall basic design cues were common between the two cars, the smaller Camry sported
harder, more angular front- and rear-end styling treatment, with the wide-body model presenting
a more curvaceous silhouette. This was a departure from the V20 generation Camry which,
although had many more rounded panels than the V10 series, was nevertheless generally
slab-sided in shape. A two-door Camry would not be reintroduced until , with the Toyota Camry
Solara. The Japanese V30 model was replaced by the Camry V40 in , however, this was also a
Japan-only model. International markets instead retained the wider XV10 until it was replaced by
the XV20 in The V40 and XV20 models were sold alongside one another in the Japanese market
until At this time, the Vista V50 took the place of the V40, ending the period of separate Camrys
for the Japanese and international markets. The XV10, at its most basic level, offered a 2. Power
and displacement increases were also received for the V6 engine. The 3. Only a sedan
configuration was available. These were also marketed and sold into Namibia , Botswana and
Zimbabwe. A variant of the UK market V6 model - detuned to run on 91 rather than 95 octane
unleaded petrol - was launched in New Zealand in These Japanese-built models were replaced
with an Australian-made line, with unique New Zealand specification, in at which point the 2.

Design work was frozen in early and later launched in the United States in September and Japan
in December It continued as a sedan and station wagon called the Camry Gracia in Japan ,
though the wagon was not sold in the United States. This was the first generation where it was
sold in Japan as the Daihatsu Altis, replacing the Daihatsu Applause. In August for the model
year, the sedan models received a mid-model upgrade to the front and rear fascias, but
remained otherwise similar to the to models. All trim levels were available with either the 2. A
coupe was added in , and then a convertible form in In contrast to the coupe from the XV10
generation Camrys, the new two-door cars were given a separate nameplate Camry Solara , or
simply Solara. They were also a significant styling departure from the sedan. Camrys and
Solaras equipped with the 5S-FE 4 cylinder engine and appropriate trim package received the
S51 manual transmission, while those equipped with the 1MZ-FE 6 cylinder engine received the
E manual transmission. Released in September for the model year, [] Toyota released the Camry
XV30 series as a larger sedan, [] but without a station wagon for the first time. Toyota
redesigned this series from the ground up for the first time since the V30 and XV Until the model
year, the Camry Solara remained on the XV20 series chassis, and received only minor styling
upgrades to the front and rear ends. However, the Solara did receive the same 2. Compared to
the international version with a less conservative design styled by Hiroyuki Metsugi, approved ,
the Asian "prestige" Camry had a different distinctive design with more chrome, larger head
lamps and tail lamps and a general greater emphasis on its width. This generation of Camry saw
even greater differentiation between "regular" model sold internationally including Japan and
the "prestige" Camry sold in the rest of Asia. Between and , the regular Camry was also
rebadged as the Daihatsu Altis model, which sold alongside the Camry in Japan. The Daihatsu
differed only in badging, with no cosmetic changes. Power comes from a choice of four and
six-cylinder engines. The 2. It came with a five-speed manual or five-speed automatic
transmission. The Camry was facelifted in early for the model year with a redesigned fascia,
taillights, and an all-new 2. The Asian market Camry features different front and rear styling,
plus a revised interior. In Asia, the Camry occupied a higher end of the market, priced just
below entry-level German luxury models. The US Camry carried over three different engine
choices from the previous model. Starting with a 2. Power output has been increased mostly by
switching to electro-hydraulic power steering. All models except for the hybrids are standard
with six-speed automatic transmissions. No manual transmissions are offered. Hybrids are
equipped with an eCVT transmission. The SE model gets paddle shifters, and a stiffer
suspension. The new model has increased fuel economy due to lighter weight, a sleeker body,
and low rolling-resistance tires. A major facelift released to North America in April for the model
year updated most of the exterior panels. In this generation, the Camry line-up for the Japanese
domestic market was reduced to being just a single variant hybrid only. The Japanese market
will now share the same Camry model as the Asian market "prestige" Camryâ€”a design also
adopted by the Toyota Aurion XV50 , albeit with minor visual changes. The Brazilian market also
carries the Prestige variant instead of the one sold in North America only in the 3. North
American production started in June and sales began in late July Engine choices include a base
2. The only major component that is shared with the previous-generation is the Toyota emblem
on the front grille and rear trunk lid. Competing with mainstream and more affordable models in
Western markets, for other export markets in Asia and Latin America, the Camry is seen as a
luxury car where it sells strongly and serves as Toyota's flagship vehicle along with the Land
Cruiser. In the United States, except for , the Camry was the best-selling passenger car from
through However, since the introduction of the XV50 Camry in , sales of the wide-body models
in Japan have resurged, thanks, in large part, to the inclusion of Toyota's Hybrid Synergy Drive
system. The Camry is also a prolific seller within Australia. The Camry has profited within its
medium-sized class, where it has been its best selling since , beating traditional competitors
including the Mazda 6, as well as contemporary ones in that of the Ford Mondeo and Skoda
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Corona T Premio T Camry Solara XV Avensis T Camry XV Windom XV Aurion XV Mark X X
Aristo S Mirai JPD Mid-size wagon. Mark II Wagon X Mark II Blit X Camry Gracia XV Full-size car.
Avalon XX Crown S Crown Majesta S Celsior XF Century G Sport compact car. Celica A Celica T
Curren T Carina A Cavalier TJG Carina T Allion T Carina ED T Zelas AT Sports car. Celica Supra
A Supra A Grand tourer. Soarer Z MR2 W MR-S W Crown Comfort XS Limited edition. Sera EXY
Classic YN Origin JCG Non-Toyota platform. Yaris Sedan. Tercel 4WD Wagon. Yaris Liftback.
Corolla FX. Camry Solara. Sport compact. Paseo C. Celica Supra. MR2 Spyder. C Vehicles
exclusive to Canada. Yaris Sedan M. Yaris HB M. Yaris Liftback C. Prius c. Prius c M. Corolla iM.
Corolla Hatchback. Prius Plug-in Hybrid. Prius Prime. Prius v. Reliability indicates how models
have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in
the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available
to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber
survey of Toyota Camry owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers,
rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. The ABS light came on and the
repair shop is looking into it now". There was a subsequent recall on this part, and I was
reimbursed for the repair". Mechanic cleaned it and it was ok for awhile. Finally ad to replace it.
Had it fixed". Rotors should have lasted to miles". Dealer showed me the wear". I think that is a
great maintenance record.. Had to return twice because of continued noise that was finally
resolved". Just normal ware and tear. Put new brake pads on front but rear brakes OK.
Therefore reducing the brake pads and has some squealing owhen braking. Replaced the rear
because were in worse shape. Dealer said the brake pas were about one half worn". Replaced
both rear pads". Too soon, I think". Toyota service person indicated that brakes should be

cleaned out every 20, miles to prevent premature wear". Front brakes were fine". However, we
needed new front brake pads and rotors at around miles. This is far earlier than expected. After
a while of city driving the pulsating stops. It feels much like making emergency stops. I asked
about it once and was told that it was probable the warped rotors. But if it was warped rotors it
would happen all of the time. It was especially evident bringing the car to a slower speed on
express ways. This was more noticeable when going down a mountain. Now all is fine. Installer
replaced at no cost. Mechanic said this could have happened when i ran thru puddle of water
when brakes were hot.. Find this to be wrong because doing no extraordinary breaking or
driving". They resurfaced the rotors. This year while braking hard; the steering wheel would
vibrate. We had new rotors put on, this solved the vibration problem". New rotors warped within
miles despite gentle braking". Was the first time the front brakes had been replaced on this car".
Okay per me, as this was the first time this replacement had to be done". At 30K they warped
again. Bought afterm". The drums need resurfacing. This has happened 3 times in 4 years!
Seems early too me based on mileage. We do have a lot of snow and some salt is used". The
front end shakes and vibrates as if it was going to fall apart. They didn't squeal to warn me
when they were in need of replacement". Squeaking afterward. Attributed to not sufficient
lubricant dispersed when replaced". Sometimes when stopping also". I do not have the results
yet but this is due to normal wear and tear". These are the original factory installed brakes. I
have had them reset 2x and still getting high pitched highway noise". Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. Bushings replaced and tech said perhaps struts need to be done also. But so
far bushings alone see to have solved the problem. Had same proble with Camry". Not a driving
problem. It was also difficult to turn. We tried to add power steering fluid, but the latch on the
hood did not work. We had to take it to a mechanic to open the hood. It is a low pressure leak
and added fluid once in the last year. Struts and shocks replaced and problems were resolved. I
was told that struts needed to be replaced. I had a warranty. They upgraded them to the higher
standard". Also caused excessive tire wear". The original Struts were manufactured by KYB".
Never experienced strut problems this soon with any car". Replaced under extended warranty".
I hadn't noticed any symptoms but took their word and replaced them". Found out there are
plenty of Toyota owners complaining online about prematurely leaking struts". They were
covered under warranty however, the new struts are also leaking and not covered under
warranty". This is the front struts. Back ones were fine. My last Camry had no issues with struts
and that was a model". Need to be replaced". I believe Toyota has a strut problem and there
should be a recall done for strut problems. When I complained dealership replac". All of them.
They all needed to be replaced, after which my front end has stayed in alignment, and my tires
aren't wearing down as quickly". Possible because of my wife's driving! We decided to replace
all 4 struts and have all 4 wheels aligned. The struts should not have worn out at 50, miles. Had
to physically turn the steering wheel back. Factory defect. Noise developed when steering the
car to the left. Got louder and finally had to put in a new rack and pinion". This is a known
problem but Toyota will only fix if within warranty". Which I feel is better than normal rotor and
brake pad life. Kudos to Toyota on the brake pads and rotors; but bad on the wheel bearings,
which I fell should have lasted much longer. When I took it to the dealer, they said I needed a
beating on the back drivers side. They never fixed the front issue, but I later discovered it was
the plastic that was rubbing against the wheel. Local garage diagnosed and repaired". Never
replaced a wheel bearing in a Toyota before". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I have had it "re-clipped" a couple of times but am
ready to just have it torn off rather than fix it again". This permits it to scrape high centres and
break the flimsy brackets that attach the moulding to the car". Toyota knew that these visors
were defective but did nothing about it. It could be pushed back into place, but it can slip back
out at anytime". Had to be removed to keep it from flopping down all the time. Neither dealer nor
manufacturer are the least bit interested in fixing it". It was replaced under a special extended
warranty, but was damaged either before or during installation by the dealer. It is not the same
color as the original and does not match the rest of the interior. It does not fit well, leaving large
gaps here and there. Adjacent interior trim was damaged during installation. Paint peeling from
the roof. It is spreading quickly. Our Camry is dark grey with medal fleck. Toyota told us paint is
only warranted for 36 months". This was probably my fault as the car was only waxed times
since and was never parked in a garage. It was the regular white paint not the optional 'special'
white. Also, there were two areas both about the size of the rim of an upside down coffee cup
that were much shinier that the rest of the paint in that area one on trunk and one on top. This
appeared at least in second year of ownership and are still present today". After 2 years paint
problems began. Dealer said cars painted white in Florida don't hold up. Funny, that wasn't

mentioned when we bought car. Went to corporate but received no satisfaction Also many paint
chips on the sides due to other car door dings. Other areas will need repainting if I keep the car
for several more years. Believe I may not have washed and waxed it enough however. Didn't
extend to surrounding areas. Had expert engineer test paint and Toyota denied their failure of
paint even tho it was documented". Done by myself. Not sure if it is coming from the firewall.
Know it is not coming from windshield or sunroof. This caused severe engine surge and stalling
at speed in heavy traffic. I have been able to push them back in occasionally. Said to be
common with this model camry. Hasn't caused any problems to date". Was never heard when
taken to dealer. Finally they heard it once, Told me they thought it was something to do with the
steering column. Safe to drive but should fix it soon. I took it to my regular mechanic. He said it
was a loose connection cover thing from where the two pieces met. He did not think the entire
column was bad. Tightened the part, and the noise has disappeared. It was too rusted to
reattach so it had to be replaced. It is normally ok when driven on expressways". A slight
downward touch on the power window switch loosens the tension on the window mechanism,
which stops the noise". Ended up being a service bulletin issue. Deal handled at no cost". This
problem occured when then car was one year old. I put up with it until August A local garage
fixed the problem using a service guide from Toyota". Increasing popping sounds at low speeds
over bumpy pavement - said to be bad sunroof design. Not fixed". Mechanic can find nothing
wrong but acknowledges the noise. This was a bad generation for Camry". It has been 'fixed' at
least 6 times but it still rattes. My info gathering had indicated that it's a bushing in the rear
suspension system, can't remember exactly where. Did not notice similar noises when drove
Lexus ES with similar mileage and age. Am disappointed that a Toyota has noises like this at
just over , Still enjoy car though. We've taken it to the dealer repeatedly, including within the
first week of ownership, all to no avail. Dealer always tells us nothing is wrong. But we believe it
had something defective from the start gaskets, windshield seal, something and it's never been
fixed. When someone is in the back seat, they cannot hear the conversation in the front and vice
versa. It drives us crazy to read the CR recommendations of the CAmry every year given our
experience. Needs much much more quieting. The mechanic recommended that I replace the
condenser, drier, and evaporator, too. It was an expensive repair. The second replacement was
required by a different Toyota dealer below the first replacement was not done currently. At first
Toyota Inc. Dealer is unable to find exact problem because it works when at dealership. Very
frustrating". Not happy! Only outside vent air flows now. Does not maintain constant
temperature". The cabin thermostat senses this and adjusts the air flow higher. This generates
a positive feedback loop making the cabin even colder". This may have been the result of a
jump for a dead battery. I don't know if the jump was faulty or if I had an elictrical failure. Not
happy with the engineering on this product". The odor has a slight chlorine smell. Have run the
fan for a few minutes with the windows down before the order goes away. This occurs on a
dail". Last year, I had the refrigerant re-charged with dye so that the leak can be found if not
under the dashboard. I plan to take it in this year to see if the leak can be detected. It is a minor
leak; my new charge lasted all of last summer. If the cooling is insufficient in the future, the
technician may be able to find the leak, assuming it is not under the dashboard. It is still cooling
after one month so the leak is small. When it stops cooling, I will return to the shop to check for
the dye, assuming it is not leaking under the dashboard. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. I had to get this unit replaced". No
one including the dealership and independent mechanics can fix it. The only solution is to
charge the battery which has been replaced which did not solve the problem". Touching screen
doesn't do anything anymore". They use a GPS but have more components. And the navigation
system in my Toyota does not work properly. Toyota said they admit it has a problem but that
all of them for are defective and so replacing". It doesn't allow incoming or outgoing calls via
the hands free capability. I have had to stop the car and repeatedly try to pair it up, often without
success. Our phones are not IPhones whi". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It took a few visits to diagnose
and fix. Replaced the headlights for a significant improvement but ended up having to change
the battery which brought the system back up to par. They replaced it under warranty". At time
of shutdown a warning light appears on dash stating battery is low. When you attempt to restart
the engine, the control panel says no key in range. After a few attempts, the engine will start".
Problem is inermittent". Had to replace the alternator. Garage reset gauge. Tried one set of
numbers and it quit briefly, but returned. Took back to dealer and in half an hour it was fixed. I
have taken it to the dealer, and they have said that the gas cap was lose. At the fourth time, they
replaced a hose in the gas line and that has fixed the problem. I had to pay for the repair".
Dealership didn't help as warning lights were off after driving 30 miles to dealer". Gear selector

or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. Car will viberate and RPM make a noticeable drop".
Keeps downshifting. Nothing broken just not smooth". In general, the gear shifting is imprecise
for a modern car, poorly designed". Car seems to coast and RPM goes up until it makes the
shift". We would have to shift from drive to reverse several times to warm the transmission up.
We paid a few thousand dollars to have the computer reprogrammed and the issue stopped.
Then, we got into a car accident and the computer was rolled back to factory settings, so now it
revs and slips again. We do not want to pay again to get it fixed". Toyota has refused to
consider it saying car meets all specs. About there was a Toyota service bulletin on a similar
complaint. Otherwise, car has been very good". This can be very disconcerting in heavy traffic
on an Interstate Hwy. Throttle Stuck Closed in each instance. Data from my code reader showed
that the Throttle in each case was stuck at 6 degrees open. Clearing the code from the car's
computer with the Code Reader allowed the car to be driven normall". The trac control light
comes on once vehicle is in drive position. Have had car checked out at two Toyota dealerships
with no real solutions. Also two local mechanics with similar results. The vehicle runs great.
However, it cannot be inspected with the check engine lights on. If you care to take a guess at a
solution other than buying a newer model I'd be happy to hear back. Since there are several on
the car, I didn't want to just start swapping them out. I did some research on the internet and
discovered others with similar problems that indicated that some of the codes were inaccurate
and due to the main problem with a sensor. I took it into a local shop not the dealer and they
started going down the list of". Job was done in 45 minutes but they charged me labor".
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Some codes are gibberish. The others are for all sorts of things and do not seem to come from
real problems. When cleared, they stay gone. Then there is a new batch of mostly different
codes". Have this happen at start up". But even warm after half hour rest and restart , will here
the lifters clatter but not as loud". Dealer replaced the timing gear intake? There is a service
bulletin on this. I took the car to Toyota several times and they could not hear the clatter on
startup. They did fix something, a worn gear re valve timing but the clatter is still there 1 year
later. I think maybe it's because of the exaust of the main seal. Then, I went to a local mechanic.
After checking, he thought that there's cracks in the engine body. I haven't had it fixed yet
because it will cost lots of". Replaced gasket". Transmission had to be removed to correctly fix
the issue. Mechanic said this seems to be "common" with this vehicle. Hmmm, didn't find that
in my research prior to purchasing". At this point car burns more oil than when new. Dealer
suggested changing oil every K miles in future. One night I started up the car and the Traction
control light came on. Disconnected battery, light went off for a few days then came back on.
After 5 days or so, it went off no more problems". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water
pump, thermostat, overheating. Toyota techs could not find the problem". It was changed twice
under warranty". Was told that the Toyota parts department commented that a lot of Camry
water pumps were being replaced. I wonder if this is a candidate for a recall du". Leaking fluid.
Found by dealer". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors
or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Had same
problem with our Camry. And yet, Toyota claims they've never seen this before". Sunroof
models experience this and a kit was installed by dealer to fit problem". Operates off receipt of
key fob signal to take action to release latch on trunk lid when area on release bar is pushed. I
am not harsh on closing my doors so I know I did not cause this problem. Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Service life of battery was normal in my opinion". Many visits to Toyota
dealers. Have to carry battery jumper at all times". Have to turn key several times to get it to
turn on". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Was advised there was
crack in manifold and would have to replace unfortunately catalytic converter is included in this.
It was replaced free because was under extended exhaus". Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used Toyota Camry Change Vehicle. A freshening helped Camry improve its
standing as one of the best family sedans. Key attributes include a composed ride as well as a
quiet, spacious and comfortable cabin. The 2. Electronic stability control is standard. There are
9 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common
Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability
Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor.
Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware.
Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our

reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17
potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment
and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to
provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a
specific year. What Owners Say. Antilock system ABS "Car is in the shop for this possible
problem. Too soon, I think" Thomas H. Toyota service person indicated that brakes should be
cleaned out every 20, miles to prevent premature wear" Anonymous, KY Toyota Camry LE 2.
Front brakes were fine" Michael N. Find this to be wrong because doing no extraordinary
breaking or driving" Peter B. We had new rotors put on, this solved the vibration problem"
Lamar W. Bought afterm" P M. They didn't squeal to warn me when they were in need of
replacement" Barbara T. Sometimes when stopping also" Michael A. Alignment "the vehicle is
out of alignment and dealer says this is the best it will get. Also caused excessive tire wear"
Raymond N. Found out there are plenty of Toyota owners complaining online about prematurely
leaking struts" Jeff S. They were covered under warranty however, the new struts are also
leaking and not covered under warranty" Anonymous, IL Toyota Camry LE 2. My last Camry had
no issues with struts and that was a model" Michael N. They all needed to be replaced, after
which my front end has stayed in alignment, and my tires aren't wearing down as quickly"
Jeffrey S. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The undercarriage plastic cover has never been very
secure and continue to fall, scrape along the ground, and periodically scrape tires. I have had it
"re-clipped" a couple of times but am ready to just have it torn off rather than fix it again"
Anonymous, CO Toyota Camry LE 2. Neither dealer nor manufacturer are the least bit interested
in fixing it" K J. Toyota told us paint is only warranted for 36 months" Lamar W. Had expert
engineer test paint and Toyota denied their failure of paint even tho it was documented" Carol
H. Air or water leaks "Leak around trunk upper lid. It is normally ok when driven on
expressways" P T. A slight downward touch on the power window switch loosens the tension
on the window mechanism, which stops the noise" Anonymous, NJ Toyota Camry Hybrid 2.
Very frustrating" Gary T. Not happy with the engineering on this product" Brian B. This occurs
on a dail" Lee W. CD player "CD player 6 changer has completely stopped functioning- to fix it
would require the removal of the dash at the dealer-too expensive- cheap for an XLE version!
Toyota said they admit it has a problem but that all of them for are defective and so replacing"
Bil G. Cruise control "Button fell out and stopped working. They replaced it under warranty"
Phillip B. After a few attempts, the engine will start" Edward B. Gear selector or linkage "In
general the gear selector is poorly designed in this car, fairly imprecise" F V. In general, the
gear shifting is imprecise for a modern car, poorly designed" F V. We do not want to pay again
to get it fixed" Arlene F. Otherwise, car has been very good" Paul S. Clearing the code from the
car's computer with the Code Reader allowed the car to be driven normall" Frank P. Job was
done in 45 minutes but they charged me labor" Robert R. Engine computer "The engine
computer throws random error codes 8 or 10 at a time and turns on the Check Engine light. But
even warm after half hour rest and restart , will here the lifters clatter but not as loud" Cathy G. I
haven't had it fixed yet because it will cost lots of" Zhanshan D. CV joint "passenger side CV
joint boot torn and leaking lubricant. After 5 days or so, it went off no more problems" David C.
Antifreeze leaks "If the water pump was leaking therefore it was leaking antifreeze" Peter T.
Toyota techs could not find the problem" Terry H. Battery not hybrid or electric "Battery failed
to hold a charge after 6 years of service. The best-selling Toyota Camry sedan was last
completely redesigned for , and for it gains a number of improvements, including a new engine,
slightly different front and rear styling, and better safety equipment. The Camry now stands as
one of the most conservative-looking sedan profiles, but Toyota makes an effort to dress it up a
little bit for with a new grille, front bumper, and restyled tail lamps. Wheels are upgraded to
spoke inchers on the XLE, while the SE still runs on inch alloys but with a new design. A
horsepower, 3. SE four-cylinder models get a more powerful version good for hp. Four-cylinder
Camry models come with either a six-speed manual or new six-speed automatic transmission,
while the V-6 comes only with the automatic. The four-cylinder engine has plenty of power for
most types of driving, but the V-6 is the choice for those who often travel with a full load or need
strong high-speed passing ability. Most Camry models have a rather soft ride, though the SE
grade gets stiffer suspension settings and other performance improvements. The Toyota Camry
has a very roomy interior, with plenty of legroom in back for most adults and enough space for
five. Overall, the design is a little understated and conservative yet upscale; controls are
intuitive, not needlessly complex. The safety feature set of the Camry is improved this year.
Crash-test results are solid for the Camry, with "good" results from the IIHSâ€”except for a
"marginal" rear-impact resultâ€”and five-star results from the federal government. A watt JBL
audio system with Bluetooth technology is standard on the XLE, as are keyless entry, dual-zone
climate control, heated mirrors, and a garage-door opener. The current seventh-generation

Toyota Camry debuted in While the current Toyota Camry is rather aged, Toyota endeavors to
breathe some styling pizzazz into the Camry with a slew of exterior changes. The only real
disparity between looks and performance comes in the SE model, which gets sporty trim pieces
but fails to deliver on the road. For Toyota, marks the introduction of a new-and-improved
four-cylinder engine to the Camry lineup. The Toyota Camry is available with three different
engine options, two of which are new for this model year. The auto is also the exclusive
transmission option for the V One of the benefits of a six-speed transmission, aside from the
obvious increase in usable power band at varying speeds, is increased fuel economy compared
to a transmission with fewer gears. The Toyota Camry lineup has, in the past, been renowned
for its reliability and quality, but reviews read by TheCarConnection. Inside the Toyota Camry,
driver and passengers alike will find plenty of space for their various gadgets. In addition to a
modest decline in versatility, the Toyota Camry exhibits more marked decreases in overall
quality. In IIHS testing, the Toyota Camry earns the highest possible rating, "Good," in both the
frontal offset impact and side impact categories. In addition to class-leading crash-test scores,
the Toyota Camry soldiers on with a long list of standard safety features. Drivers of the
refreshed Toyota Camry will likely notice that the modest styling changes made to the Camry
increase driver visibility, which was already pretty good. The Toyota Camry delivers on its value
proposition, at least in the lower trim levels. The Toyota Camry SE is less a features upgrade
than a supposed performance upgrade, and it boasts unique styling elements and larger
wheels. For those who crave a more upscale interior, the Toyota Camry can be outfitted with a
number of high-tech options. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category
Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. Tundra Venza Yaris. Prius C
Prius V Tercel. New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Likes Higher fuel
efficiency with decent acceleration Comfortable, smooth ride quality Excellent noise
suppression. Dislikes Bland styling with no obvious hybrid identity Handling that's less capable
than other Camrys Steady speed hard to maintain without using cruise. And with the arrival of
the Ford Fusion Hybrid, Toyota dealers have stiff competition to the Camry Hybrid for the first
time, so they may be more willing to bargain on price than in previous years. The Toyota Camry
Hybrid offers all the benefits of the well-known Camry sedan with Toyota's proven, reliable
hybrid system to hit the market's sweet spot. Used Toyota Camry for sale near change location.
Continue Reading. The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The
Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance,
Safety, Features and more. December 14, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Rating
breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Toyota Camry against the competition. Used
Toyota Camry 2, cars. Used Mercedes-Benz E Class cars. Used Nissan Altima 2, cars. Used
Toyota Prius cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie
Policy. This is NOT a manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. You will only receive
what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not assume anything else
will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working
condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in
the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is
your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application. Additional items may
be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL
other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues from happening and apologize for
any inconvenience it may cause. Lack of valid business name and phone number will delay your
order. Please provide the business name and phone number during eBay checkout. Daytime
phone number is required load will not deliver until appointment is scheduled. Customer Pickup
Customers can elect to pick up this item at the location stated in this listing. You must provide
at the time of check out a day time phone number. You must also provide our authorized Proof
of Purchase email at the time of pick up in order for your item to be released. If not presented
you will be turned away until you have provided the Proof of Purchase this is for your own
protection. The Proof of Purchase will be emailed within 2 business days of receipt of full
payment. Parts that are being picked up at the local warehouse are not prepared for shipment.
They will not have any packaging included. If you will need this type of service please contact
us. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of
checks will be accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents
Applicable sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada
Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to
customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff,
we are only able to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the
resources to respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully
find the answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle

Engine Size:. Toggle navigation Parts. Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers.
Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a Toyota
Camry Trim Level. Select a category or accessories. Categories Select a Category. Shop
Exterior Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. Mudguards,
Service, 2-pc. Set, Front. Key Finder. PT : Key Finder. Molded Dash Appliques. Interior Applique.
Body Side Moldings. TRD Oil Cap. As a Toyota Camry owner, you know you can depend on your
Camry for many miles to come. Explore Toyota Parts Online and shop an authorized dealer for
all the spare Toyota Camry parts and accessories you need. Nobody knows your Toyota better
than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy
Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment, technical data, performance figures,
options, and color and trim are based upon information available at time of publication, are
subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made
to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions
contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.
All information applies to U. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. With over 40 years satisfying customers in the Tri-state area,
The Thompson Organization is second to none. All of our Pre-Owned vehicles have been given
a seal of approval by our award winning, state of the art service department. They have also
undergone our meticulous detailing process to ensure they are as close to 'NEW' as possible.
Some exclusions Stop in to experience the Thompson difference today!! Recent Arrival!
Customer must finance the vehicle using a dealership's lender with dealership's assistance.
Second key, floor mats, and owner's manual may not be included in sale price. Expenses
associated with registration, tags, taxes and titling are calculated at the time of sale and are the
responsibility of the consumer. These charges represent costs and profits to the Dealer for
items such as inspecting, cleaning, and adjusting vehicles and preparing documents related to
the sale. Visit Holiday Budget Center to test drive this vehicle and many more! At Holiday, we
believe that just because you're shopping for a vehicle that fits your budget doesn't mean you
have to settle for anything less than quality. Experience the same, exceptional customer service
you expect from Holiday Automotive at a price that works for you! Call Now Toll Free! Check out
our Full inventory at Holiday Automotive in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin has been a family owned
and operated dealership since At Holiday Automotive we are worth the trip! While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of these data, we are not responsible for any
errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a
dealership sales representative. Camry LE, 4D Sedan, 2. Service records are included with the
purchase of this well-maintained pre-owned vehicle. Clean interior? How about flawless. This
Toyota Camry looks like has never been used. This impeccably built Toyota Camry XLE comes
with a plethora of added features that have made this vehicle a unique find. These options will
simply amplify the experience of owning and driving this wonderfully crafted Toyota. Added
comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship
for the Toyota Camry XLE. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more
information. Spruce Mica exterior and Bisque interior, LE trim. Feel free to browse our inventory
online, request more information about vehicles, set up a test drive or inquire about financing!
Use for comparison purposes only. Warranties are available on all vehicles. Lee's Auto Center
offers quality used cars trucks and sport utilities for the lowest prices possible. Lee's Auto
Centers staff has over 50 years of combined automobile experience we offer our customers the
absolute best customer service possible. Stop by today to see why Lee's Auto Center is the
perfect place to purchase your next vehicle! It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic
transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Very nice Camry LE. Well
maintained. Just serviced and detailed. This car runs unbelievably well. Must drive it to
appreciate how nice this car is. Price reduced to sell it now. Best of all the price you see is the
price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. This vehicle has had a point service inspection completed by AutoNation Certified
Technicians, to give you a Quality Certified Vehicle. It comes with a 90 day or 4, miles whichever
comes first , AutoNation Limited Warranty, at no extra charge. Options include: Check out these
features. Fuel efficient. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. It is
equipped with a Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, not covered by a warranty. We
understand that buying a new or used car is a big investment of both your time and money, so
we are dedicated to making your car buying experience as easy and stress-free as possible. Our
team of knowledgeable and friendly sales associates is ready to guide you through your car
purchase and prepared to answer any and all questions you have about our vehicles. We will

listen to your needs and wants and recommend the best cars for your lifestyle and budget. If
you're looking for a quality used vehicle without overpaying, look no further than Nalley Nissan
of Cumming! We have an extensive collection of used and Certified Pre-Owned Nissans
available. Not only do we carry used Nissan inventory, but we also boast a large selection of
used cars from other top manufacturers. Our used car inventory is always changing, and all of
our cars are carefully inspected, reconditioned and detailed before they are put on the lot. We
also have a staff of financial experts at Nalley Nissan of Cumming here to help answer your
questions regarding auto loans and leases. Want to know about interest rates, loan terms, or
our credit establishment programs? Contact our team to get all the information you need to
make an informed decision. We work with customers from all kinds of credit backgrounds every
day and are confident that we can help you obtain a financing or lease agreement that will fit
into your budget. Call to schedule an appointment to speak with one of our product or financial
specialists today! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas 9, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, 6 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings.
Know The Deal. No accidents. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. I'm not your typical highway-only driver. I live in the country on dirt roads. I
drive this car hard and fast. It gets driven through mud and down dirt roads every day. When I
finally make it onto the highway, I drive it at least 60 miles a day and usually closer to miles a
day. I bought this car used with 25, miles on it. I now have , I did that around , miles. It came
with a lot of warranty but I never had to use it. I drove the miles out pretty fast because I drive a
lot. The only problem I have is my road is terrible so I wear tires out pretty fast. I get mud on the
inside of the tires and they wear unevenly sometimes. But, that is not the cars fault. I have had
two deer hit the car on the drivers side. It did some cosmetic damage, but the car held firm on
the road and no passengers were injured. So, it can take a hit and keep on trucking. The last hit
was pretty hard. I never hit my breaks because I didn't see it coming. So, the air bags did not
deploy and were not needed. It was a large buck. Took out most of the front, drivers side. But,
I'm still driving it. The insurance company says it will cost more to fix it than it is worth so that
tells you
television repair manuals
redpowermagazine com forums
2004 ford mustang manual transmission
the damage. I think this car is amazing. And, if I can drive it off-road, you should be fine driving
it on paved roads. All the bells and whistles still work - windows roll up and down, AC works,
etc. I have had to add some freon the last couple of summers.. If I were being overly picky, my
only complaints would be I don't like the USB connection location. It is hard to get to. And, it
doesn't charge when the car is off. It does have cigarette lighter chargers that are better located.
But, the fuze went out and I haven't replaced it. Tthe charcoal gas emissions thing is
malfunctioned and makes it hard to pump gas. The pump clicks off several times before i the
car is full. This happened on my previous camry also. I think the canister is full of dirt. But, it is
expensive to fix so I live with it. If you have the chance to purchase a Camry, do it. You won't
regret it. I also average mpg and I drive at least 75 mph because I'm in Texas and we do that
here. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

